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Legend
 hike – easy
 hike – moderate
 hike – difficult
 via ferrata

 cableway – summer operation
 cableway – winter operation

  starting point
 car park
 paid car park
 public toilet
 lake / outdoor swimming pool
 indoor swimming pool

 hospital 
 info office
 ATM
 village shop
 train station
 e-charging station
 cable car
 chairlift
 hut with overnight stay & service
 camping
 go-kart
 golf course

 archery
 horse riding
 sight
 via ferrata
 gastronomy
 grocery store
 museum
 gas station
 pharmacy
 driving ban
 toll station
 bus station
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Water hikes
Mandling Trail B4

Schladming Mandling

  3:10 h   10.6 km     270 hm    easy

Starting point: Gleiming, Hotel-Gasthof Brunner
This easy hike begins in Gleiming. At first, you will walk on flat paths 
through meadows next to the Mandlingbach. Then, you will make your way 
gently uphill through a beautiful mountain forest, bringing you to a scenic 
plateau and the Mandlberggut. From here, you will drop down to the Enns, 
walking next to the river during your return to Gleiming.

Talbachklamm   D4

Schladming Schladming

  1:30 h   4.6 km   170 hm    easy

Starting point: Kraiter car park
In Talbachklamm, you will hike along a wide, beautiful path through the 
gorge with the rushing waters of the Talbach as your constant companion. 
Don’t overlook the viewing platform above the Talbach at the beginning of 
the gorge. Also an exciting sight: the confluence of the Obertalbach and 
Untertalbach, which you can gaze upon in Untertal-Dorf.

Silberkarklamm   D2

Ramsau am Dachstein Rössing

  2:30 h   4.8 km    515 hm    moderate

Starting point: Silberkarklamm car park
A hike filled with variety leads you via steps and pathways next to surging 
waters and steep, towering cliffs, initially uphill through the gorge. Reveal-
ing itself at the end of the gorge is an imposing open cirque, from where 
you will reach the Silberkarhütte in about 20 minutes. Return either 
through the gorge again or, for experienced, surefooted hikers, along the 
Höhenweg (trail with exposed roots) back to your starting point. 

Family hikes and 
Themed walks
Bachlalm B2

Ramsau, Filzmoos Dachsteingebiet 

  2:20 h   5.7 km      370 hm    moderate

Starting point: Dachsteinruhe car park
The Bachlalm is a popular excursion destination in the Dachstein area, 
reachable via a pleasant hiking path. You can choose between forest trails 
or forestry lanes. Having arrived at your destination you will be greeted, not 
only by a pleasant refreshment stop, but also – in all likelihood – a colony of 
marmots that make their home here.

Rittisberg summit cross         B3

Ramsau am Dachstein Rittisberg

  1:00 h   5.1 km   130 hm    easy

Starting point: Rittisberg mountain station
On the Gipfelrundwanderweg, you will walk southeast past the Rittisstadl 
and follow signs for the “Gipfelkreuz” (summit cross). The summit cross 
and a lookout tower are located at 1582 m, treating you to breathtaking 
views of the Dachstein massif, Hochkönig and Grossglockner. Children dis-
cover an absolute paradise that includes a mountain playground, the 
“Grouse” theme path and a barefoot path.

Rittisberg Circular Trail      C3

Ramsau am Dachstein Rittisberg 

  3:40 h    11.9 km       400 hm    moderate

Starting point: Rittisberg Süd car park
This is a hike for the whole family, in practically any weather. Awaiting you 
along this wide, pram-friendly path are the 400-year-old Halseralm as well 
as many other huts, some with petting zoos. You will also get great pleasure 
out of the Barefoot Path on the Rittisstadl or the mountain playground.

Rittisberg Fairy Tale Trail       B3

Ramsau am Dachstein Ramsauer Almgebiet

  1:30 h   2.5 km   310 hm   moderate

Starting point: mountain station Rittisberg
The Fairytale Path on the Rittisberg is a magical hike for the whole family. A 
newly created forest path leads to the Rittisstadl. Along the way, various 
fairytale stations promise great entertainment. Littler guests should pay 
close attention to each of the stations – since a special surprise awaits at 
the Rittisstadl.

Roseggersteig    C2

Ramsau am Dachstein Ramsauer Almgebiet

  3:00 h   5.7 km   400 hm   moderate

Starting point: Gasthof Edelbrunn
From Gasthof Edelbrunn, the Roseggersteig takes you, occasionally via 
steep forest paths, up to the Brandriedel. There, you are greeted by a beau-
tiful area of larch trees and an astonishing view of the Dachstein massif. You 
will now hike briefly downhill via the Austriahütte to the Brandalm. At that 
point, a wide forestry lane leads back to the original starting point.

Nature Trail Sattelberg   D3

Ramsau am Dachstein Sattelberg

  3:00 h   4.3 km      230 hm   easy

Starting point: Obere Leiten, nature trail car park
The first Nature & Ecology Path in Austria is a fascinating, instructive attrac-
tion for big and small. In around three hours, the path will take you through 
somewhat steep terrain with exposed roots to the summit of the Sattel-
berg, then downhill through occasionally hilly forests. A short section as far 
as the Sattelberghütte is also possible with a pram. At different info stations 
along the way, learn interesting facts about nature in the area. 

Lärchbodenalm    D3

Ramsau am Dachstein Vordere Ramsau

  1:30 h    4.0 km   310 hm   easy

Starting point: Feisterer car park
A beautiful, relatively short hike to the Lärchbodenalm at 1 440 m above sea 
level. Mostly, you will be on a forestry lane that climbs steadily, leading 
through a beautiful mountain forest. After just one hour, you will come to a 
charming forest clearing, site of the Lärchbodenalm, an inviting opportuni-
ty for refreshments.

Schafsinn Circular Trail     E4

Haus Hauser Kaibling

  2:30 h    5.9 km    210 hm   moderate

Starting point: top station of the Tauern Seilbahn or Quattralpina lifts 
With the help of the summer lifts, you will rise the initial vertical meters 
with ease. From the mountain station, the Sheep Path leads around the 
Hauser Kaibling and provides insights into the world of the Ennstal lamb.

“Kindererlebnis” children’s path  
on the Hauser Kaibling       E4

Haus Hauser Kaibling

  1:30 h    3.5 km   130 hm   easy

Starting point: top station of the Tauern Seilbahn or Quattralpina lifts
From the top station of the Quattralpina, the path leads along a forestry 
road to the Kaiblingalm. Children and “Sunday hikers”, in particular, will love 
this walk through the Kaiblingalm, an absolute natural jewel. With numer-
ous play opportunities, exciting challenges and puzzles.  

Panorama-Walks
Katzenburg Circular Trail D4

Schladming Schladming

  3:00 h    9.0 km     350 hm   moderate

Starting point: Trail head Planai Stadium
This tour takes you to the Katzenburg ruins where, legend would have it, 
there is also a hidden treasure. On steep forest trails and wide hiking paths, 
you are constantly treated to beautiful views of Schladming, Rohrmoos and 
the Scheichenspitz massif. Paths through forests and meadows will eventu-
ally bring you back to your starting point. 

Maralm Circular Trail   B2

Ramsau, Filzmoos Dachsteingebiet

  3:40 h    9.9 km   570 hm   easy

Starting point: Dachsteinruhe car park
The Maralm-Weg takes you on a hike along the border between Styria and 
Salzburg. A pleasant mountain road first brings you to the Schaidlalm 
where, with a little bit of patience, you might encounter some marmots. 
You now continue through alpine pastures and a larch forest to the 
Dachstein Road, before hiking down through forests and pastures to the 
Dachsteinruhe. 

Rittis Panorama Trail     B3

Ramsau am Dachstein Rittisberg

  1:30 h    5.1 km    120  hm   easy

Starting point: Rittisbergbahn mountain station
Accompanied by great panoramas, this hike takes you around the summit 
of the Rittisberg. There are essentially no vertical meters to overcome since 
you begin at the mountain station of the Rittisberg gondola. From there, 
you can hike either south or north, marvel at the south face of the Dachstein 
from several lookout points or gaze out over the expanses of the Enns val-
ley. 

Südwandhütte    B2

Ramsau am Dachstein Ramsauer Almgebiet

  1:15 h     3.1 km    220 hm   moderate

Starting point: Berghotel Türlwand 
The Südwandhütte stands in an impressive location directly below the 
mighty walls of the Dachstein massif. On a no-less-impressive tour, you can 
hike out to this popular hikers’ refuge. From the valley station of the 
Dachstein gondola, a narrow gravel path leads uphill. After barely one hour, 
you will have reached your goal.

Snow Hike to Seethalerhütte   C1

Ramsau am Dachstein Dachsteingebiet

  1:40 h     4.0 km    180 hm   easy

Starting point: Dachstein mountain station
This scenic hike will take you across the Dachstein glacier itself. From the 
Hunerkogel mountain station, a well-maintained glacier path brings you to 
the Seethalerhütte and the Observation Point. This impressive refuge hut 
lies directly below the Dachstein summit, an inviting spot for a refreshment 
break. 

5 Huts Hike    C2

Ramsau am Dachstein Ramsauer Almgebiet

  6:00 h   14.0 km     890 hm   moderate

Starting point: Gasthof Edelbrunn
This hike leads you to five of the most beautiful areas of alpine pastures on 
the Ramsau plateau. Beginning at Gasthof Edelbrunn, you will hike through 
meadows, fields and high forests. Tip: This hike can also be combined with 
the bus (“Dachstein Seilbahn”). Amid the alpine pastures, you will be greet-
ed by multiple huts offering opportunities for rest and refreshments.

Hauser Kaibling Summit     E4

Haus Hauser Kaibling

  2:00 h   4.6 km      270 hm   moderate

Starting point: top station of the Tauern Seilbahn or Quattralpina lifts
This moderate hike up the Hauser Kaibling is a big hit, especially in the 
second half of June when the rhododendrons are in full bloom! A well-trod-
den path leads you from the mountain station of the gondola on a hike to 
the summit taking around half an hour. At the top you are greeted by a 
magnificent 360° panorama.

Kufstein Summit E3

Haus Weißenbach

  7:00 h    14.0 km     1,250 hm    difficult

Starting point: Gasthof Burgstaller, Rössing
This long, though quite magical hike should only be attempted in good 
weather. Surrounded by a beautiful mixed forest, you will set out from 
Gasthof Burgstaller in the direction of the Stornalm. You will make a steep 
climb, with the vegetation gradually dominated by larch trees, especially in 
the area of the Gseng Wand. Upon reaching the summit cross, you will be 
greeted by a glorious 360° panorama. 

Short walks and 
Leisurely tours
Valleys Circular Trail B4

Schladming Gleiming, Pichl

  1:30 h    5.8 km      210 hm     easy

Starting point: Gleiming, Hotel-Gasthof Brunner
During this beautiful walking tour, you will discover several small idyllic 
villages along the sunny side of Ennstal. Hugging the forest’s edge, you will 
hike via Gleiming, Pichl, Grubdörfl, Warterdorf and Audorf. Each village 
captivating with its own unique appearance, character and charm.

Pichl Circular Trail B4

Schladming Pichl

  3:30 h    12.0 km    470 hm   easy

Starting point: Gleiming, Hotel-Gasthof Brunner
This hike links the small villages that make up Pichl, mostly along pleasant 
forest and meadow paths. Beginning in Gleiming, the Pichl-Rundweg first 
follows the river Enns as far as the western district of Schladming “Obere 
Klaus”. From there, it continues through the communities of Pichl, Grub-
dörfl and Warterdorf before returning to Gleiming.

Aberg Circular Trail B4

Schladming Pichl

  1:30 h    5.7 km     260 hm   easy

Starting point: Pichl Swimming Lake
A marvelous walking tour on the sunny side of Ennstal. On beautiful mead-
ow paths with only a minimal climb, you will hike through the Pichl section 
of Schladming and the so-called “Grubdörfl”. There are so many things to 
marvel at aside from the surrounding mountain panorama – including the 
architecture of centuries-old farmhouses. 

Tauernblick Circular Trail D4

Schladming Schladming, Pichl

  5:00 h    18.2 km   430 hm   easy

Starting point: Trail head Planai Stadium
Taking you on both sides of the River Enns, the Tauernblickrunde leads 
through forest and meadows, connecting Schladming with Pichl. North of 
the Enns, you hike along the edge of the forest through a part of town 
known as the Obere Klaus. At the swimming lake in Pichl, you will cross the 
Enns, then continue via the mostly paved Enns Cycle Path. 

Enns Circular Trail   D4

Schladming Schladming

  1:20 h    6.0 km    40 hm   easy

Starting point: Trail head Planai Stadium
This path brings you close to the river Enns. A mostly flat pathway takes you 
on a stroll from Planai stadium in the direction of congress Schladming, 
then to the right bank of the Enns. There, you can pause and enjoy the 
sound of the rippling water before continuing your walk – always next to 
the Enns, of course.

Rohrmoos Circular Trail D4

Schladming Rohrmoos

  2:00 h   6.1 km   240 hm   moderate

Starting point: Untertal Valley 
An opportunity to “circle” Rohrmoos, strolling through alpine meadows, 
forests, small villages and next to crystal-clear streams. The route takes you 
on forest and meadow paths, with a few shorter segments on paved foot-
paths. Many refreshment opportunities await you along the way. If you 
don’t have that much time, you may opt for the “Weiderunde” as a shorter 
option.

Vorberg Path of Reflection C3

Schladming Vorberg

  1:00 h    2.7 km     115 hm   easy  

Starting point: Trail head Vorberg Steirerhof
Especially on hot summer days, on this path you will find the perfect way to 
cool down. From the hikers’ info portal at Vorberg-Steirerhof, you will walk 
into an extensive forest on the southern side of the Halserberg. Here, 
spruce and pine trees provide welcome shade, whilst the benches next to 
the path invite you to enjoy the occasional break.

Vorberg Circular Trail C3

Schladming Vorberg

  1:20 h    5.4 km     140 hm   easy  

Starting point: Trail head Vorberg Steirerhof
On the Vorbergrunde, you walk with the Dachstein and Schladminger Tau-
ern constantly before your eyes. Firstly, you will hike through the Wolfss-
chlucht in the direction of Ramsau-Vorberg. With the canyon behind you, 
you will cross glorious meadows, hike via forest trails and scattered houses, 
before the Hofweg brings you back to your starting point.

Panorama Trail West   C3

Ramsau am Dachstein Schildlehen

  3:30 h   10.0 km   300 hm   easy  

Starting point: Ramsau Ort, Event Centre Ramsau
Almost flat, this scenic path leads through the western part of Ramsau. On 
a wide path, you will hike through meadows and fields, between maples 
and through forests. You will follow the stream and pass several farms. The 
easy tour is also navigable with a pram. For the Tannenweg, we recommend 
an all-terrain baby buggy. 

Panorama Trail East   C3

Ramsau am Dachstein Schildlehen

  2:30 h   7.6 km   210 hm   easy  

Starting point: Ramsau Ort, Event Centre Ramsau
The first stage leads across open meadows and is also suitable for prams/
strollers as far as Pension Alpenhof/Feisterer.  After that, the occasionally 
narrow path winds its way through the forest. If you cross the road, you will 
come to the Hofrat Gruber Weg, a lane you can follow in the direction of 
Kulm, then continue via the Philosophenweg to the town of Ramsau.

Duregg Circular Trail B3

Ramsau am Dachstein Schildlehen

  3:45 h   9.4 km   520 hm   moderate 

Starting point: Schildlehen, Auwirt car park
The Dureggrundweg serves as an exciting gateway to the alpine pastures of 
Ramsau. From the toll gate on the Dachstein Road, a secluded, though very 
beautiful hiking path takes you through forest up to an elevation of around 
1.700 meters. Awaiting you there are many alpine meadows and imposing 
views of the Dachstein. 

Alpin Walk   B2

Ramsau am Dachstein Ramsauer Almgebiet

  2:00 h   4.1 km   200 hm   easy

Starting point: Berghotel Türlwand
An impressive tour at the foot of the imposing Dachstein: From Hotel Türl-
wand, you initially hike through alpine meadows and larch forests down to 
the Austriahütte. From there, climb to the Brandriedel, a beautiful lookout 
point. Then, downhill again to the Brandalm, before using the wide “5-Hüt-
ten- Weg” to return to the start.

Kulmberg Circular Trail C3

Ramsau am Dachstein Kulm, Ramsau Ort

  3:15 h   10.2 km   210 hm   easy

Starting point: Ramsau Ort, Event Centre Ramsau
This is a hike for you and your family. Awaiting you are gentle climbs, paths 
through forests and meadows, and a short dirt trail over exposed tree roots. 
With great lookout points along the way. We particularly recommend the 
view from the World Cup ski jump, from where you can gaze across all of 
Ramsau village and the farms scattered across the plateau.

Philosopher’s Path   C3 / D3

Ramsau am Dachstein Ramsau Ort

  0:30 h    1.6 km    40 hm   easy

Starting point: Ramsau centre or Kulm
The Philosophenweg itself is a pleasant walk, taking you in half an hour 
from Ramsau Kulm to the main town of Ramsau. The path on the forest’s 
edge leads you alongside a stream and meadows, Since this path is virtually 
flat, it is also suitable for sportier prams/strollers.

Hofrat-Gruber Path D4

Ramsau am Dachstein Vordere Ramsau

  0:40 h   2.2 km    50 hm   easy

Starting point: Kulm Catholic Church
This walk leads you from Ramsau Kulm to the Old Mill. You will hike along 
a narrow, gently falling path, occasionally over exposed tree roots. You will 
be accompanied by the babbling waters of the Ramsaubach flowing next to 
you. With a little bit of luck, you might even see the Old Mill in action – it 
always operates on Fridays during the summer.

Leiten Circular Trail D3

Ramsau am Dachstein Leiten

  1:50 h   7.1 km     240 hm   easy

Starting point: Kulm Catholic Church
The Leitenrundweg is a pleasant footpath leading through meadows and 
small patches of forest. This easy, attractive walk is family-friendly with only 
moderate changes in elevation and beautiful views of Ennstal.

Sattelberg Circular Trail D4

Ramsau am Dachstein Sattelberg

  3:00 h   9.0 km   230 hm   easy

Starting point: Kulm Catholic Church
This family-friendly hike leads you around the Sattelberg, promising inter-
esting experiences along the way. As you follow this occasionally narrow 
path through the trees, you will also pass a loden factory and an old mill and 
cross the rushing waters of the Ramsaubach. In parts, the path becomes a 
hiking trail involving a moderately steep climb.

Kalvarienberg Circular Trail E3

Haus Haus Ort

  0:50 h   3.0 km    120 hm   easy

Starting point: Haus centre, Schlossplatz
As a leisurely walk for “between times”, we recommend walking up the 
Calvary Path in Haus im Ennstal. Involving a moderate climb, you will begin 
in the village center of Haus, passing numerous beautifully created altars as 
well as the delightful parish church of Haus im Ennstal, before reaching the 
top.

Oberhaus Circular Trail E3

Haus Oberhaus

  2:50 h   10.8 km   320 hm   moderate

Starting point: Haus centre, Schlossplatz
For all who wish to explore their chosen holiday spot on foot. Setting out 
from Haus village center, your hike takes you on nicely maintained paths, 
moderately uphill, past the small village of Oberhaus and through Lehen. 
Finally, you will climb to the top of the sunny Birnberg plateau, where this 
tour comes to its glorious conclusion.

Gumpenberg Circular Trail E3

Haus Gumpenberg

  3:30 h   10.4 km   510 hm   moderate

Starting point: Haus centre, Schlossplatz
This hike is ideal for families. Most of the time you are hiking at roughly 
1.000 meters above sea level, with all paths rated “moderate”. From Haus 
im Ennstal, you will hike through native flora to the top of the Gumpenberg. 
Make a side trip into Gumpental to enjoy a great view of the striking 
Höchststein.

Weißenbach-Burgstaller Circular Trail F3

Haus Weißenbach

  3:20 h   10.9 km   370 hm   easy

Starting point: Weißenbach centre
An easy hike begins in Weissenbach, though it does require a certain de-
gree of stamina. Climbing moderately, you will hike up to the sunny Birn-
berg plateau, returning to Weissenbach via forest paths and forestry lanes. 
One highlight of the tour is the “Burgstaller-Weissenbach” connecting 
path, treating you to views of the entire village below.

Birnberg Circular Trail E3

Haus Birnberg

  0:45 h   2.2 km   70 hm   easy

Starting point: Birnberg centre
This easy hiking loop allows you to experience the sunny Birnberg plateau 
at its most beautiful. You will start in the village of Birnberg and hike along 
flat paths, bringing you past beautiful farmhouses as well as wonderfully 
maintained forests and meadows. With a bit of luck, you might even catch 
sight of an animal or two grazing peacefully.

Alpine Tours
Torwanderung     B2

Ramsau, Filzmoos Dachsteingebiet

  5:00 h   13.2 km    1,080 hm    difficult

Starting point: Neustattalm car park
This tour brings you especially close to the Dachstein. First, you will hike 
through larch forest and across fields of scree up to the “Tor”, a natural 
gateway between the Raucheck and Torstein. A brief-yet-steep downhill 
stage brings you past the south face of the Dachstein to the Südwandhütte, 
then via the Dachstein Road back to the starting point. 

Jungfrauensteig C2

Ramsau am Dachstein Dachsteingebiet

  4:30 h   8.0 km    740 hm   moderate

Starting point: Gasthof Edelbrunn
This hike takes you through forest and craggy terrain to the Steinerne Jun-
gfrauen, a rock formation unique in Central Europe. Via a high-alpine path, 
you will continue to the Edelgriesskar, finally descending through moun-
tain pine to the Austriahütte and Brandalm. There, you will discover the 
Alpine Museum, a memorial to mountain climbers, and the Dachstein 
Chapel.

Guttenberghaus D3

Ramsau am Dachstein Dachsteingebiet

  5:00 h    10.7 km   1,010 hm   moderate

Starting point: Feisterer car park 
The Guttenberghaus is the highest refuge hut in Styria. The hike up takes 
you via a very steep pathway leading to the Lärchbodenalm. Becoming in-
creasingly rocky, you continue to hike uphill through pine trees and across 
the green mountainsides of the Tiefkar. Finally, you will reach the scenic hut 
terrace inviting you to enjoy a well-deserved rest and refreshments.

Scheichenspitze Summit Tour D3

Ramsau am Dachstein Dachsteingebiet

  9:00 h    14.0 km   1,810 / 1,290 hm   difficult

Starting point: Feisterer car park
The Scheichenspitze is an imposing summit on the Dachstein massif. For 
this high-alpine ascent via the Guttenberghaus, you will need to be sure-
footed, have a head for heights and possess considerable stamina. The 
higher you get, the rockier it becomes. Finally, a steep rocky pathway – or, 
if you refer, a fixed-cable climb – brings you to the summit.

Königsetappe D3

Ramsau am Dachstein Dachsteingebiet

  7:30 h    16.0 km   1,210 hm   difficult

Starting point: Feisterer car park
The aptly named “King’s Stage” tour spans 14.2 kilometers and demands 
roughly 25,000 steps as you make your way from the Silberkarklamm via 
the Guttenberghaus and Lärchbodenalm to Gasthof Fliegenpilz. On the 
high-alpine paths of the Dachstein, you will definitely experience the 
“heights” of enjoyment. Surefootedness and a head for heights are an abso-
lute must!

Tips
In the region.
•   City tour Schladming: 

App Story2Go 

•   Guided mining gallery tour: 
www.wildewasser.at

•   Guided Glacier Hike: 
schladming-dachstein.at/gletscherwanderung

Summer experience map
Schladming | Ramsau am Dachstein | Haus

WEST

Erlebnisregion Schladming-Dachstein
Ramsauerstraße 756
8970 Schladming
+43 3687 23310
info@schladming-dachstein.at
www.schladming-dachstein.at

Even more from your 
holidays with the  
Schladming-Dachstein 
Sommercard.
The Sommercard opens all the doors to an array of unforgetta-
ble holiday experiences in the Schladming-Dachstein region. It 
gives you free or discounted access to a wide selection of 
leisure activities – whether outdoor recreation and nature, art 
and culture, special offers for children or rides on the summer 
lifts. The public transportation also included guarantees 
convenient, ecofriendly mobility throughout your vacation.

Your key to more holiday memories.

The Schladming-Dachstein Sommercard is valid from 18 May 
until 01 November 2023. You will receive the Sommercard 
when you stay as little as one night at one of our over 1000 
participating Sommercard hosts. Our littler guests even 
receive their very own KidsCard. 

The Sommercard can be used beginning at 1 p.m. of your 
arrival day and is valid all day, every day for the duration of 
your stay (including the day you leave). With the Schlad-
ming-Dachstein app, you can also easily download the 
Sommercard to your smartphone.

We wish you an unforgettable holiday and countless awesome 
moments enjoyed in the Schladming-Dachstein region!

For complete information visit: www.sommercard.info
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Water hikes
Theme trail Wild Waters D2

Schladming Schladming, Untertal

  5:00 h   16.6 km   650 / 330 hm    moderate

Starting point: Kraiter car park
On this 14.5 km theme path, you will experience water in all its facets – 
peaceful and glistening, foaming and thunderous, and in freefall over the 
rocks of the Schladminger Tauern. Mostly easy to moderate hiking paths 
next to alpine tarns, rushing streams and mighty waterfalls.

Alpine trail through “Höll” gorge   E3

Schladming Untertal

  1:45 h   3.9 km   290 hm   moderate

Starting point: Seeleiten car park
The alpine trail “Durch die Höll” leads via paths flanked by teeming waters 
to the shores of the Riesachsee. Most of this tour involves stairways and 
boardwalks close to the Riesach Waterfall. The water plunges thunderously 
a total of 140 meters into the depths below. A 50-meter suspension foot-
bridge is especially spectacular, taking you over the Riesachbach.

Neualm-Duisitzkarsee Circular Trail      D4

Schladming Schladminger Tauern

  4:30 h   7.8 km    590 hm   moderate

Starting point: Eschachalm
On this tour, you will hike from the Neualm to the Duisitzkarsee – one of 
the most beautiful mountain lakes in the region. A classic hiking trail leads 
through high forest across a forest floor with exposed roots. As far as the 
Neualm and from the Duisitzkar, you can also switch to the nearby forestry 
lane. Having arrived at the lake, the Fahrlechhütte and Duisitzkarhütte 
both invite you to stop by, relax and enjoy welcome refreshments.

Bergsee Path – from Ursprungalm 
to Duisitzkarsee      B4

Schladming Schladminger Tauern

  5:00 h   9.4 km   570 / 980 hm   moderate

Starting point: Ursprungalm 
On this alpine tour, you will occasionally hike on historic pathways next to 
the water, past alpine pastures and huts, and discover several mountain 
lakes. A former trading route leads from the Ursprungalm to the Giglach-
seen, then to the Duisitzkarsee. You can enjoy the most beautiful lake views 
on the path to the Murspitzsattel and from the Ferchtlhöhe. 

Silent Waters – Hike to Untersee    B2

Schladming Reiteralm

  1:10 h    3.1 km   160 hm   easy

Starting point: Preunegg Jet mountain station
This easy hike is ideal for families. You will start at the Reiteralmsee next to 
the Preunegg-Jet mountain station, then hike through a sparse coniferous 
forest to the Untersee. Even the path there is quite enchanting, with nu-
merous smaller tarns and rest benches. Around the lake, too, there are lots 
of play opportunities for children.

From Reiteralm to Spiegelsee   B2

Schladming Reiteralm

  1:40 h    4.2 km    280 hm   easy

Starting point: Preunegg Jet mountain station
This leisurely, short mountain hike leads to one of the most beautiful hiking 
destinations in the region: Mirror Lake on the Reiteralm. From the moun-
tain station of the Preunegg Jet, you will hike along paths that are not very 
demanding, through forest and pastures to the famous mountain lake. If 
there is no wind, the mighty south face of the Dachstein is reflected on its 
surface.

Alpine Circular Trail  
to Moaralmsee       E2

Haus Hauser Kaibling

  3:30 h    7.9 km   400 hm   moderate

Starting point: top station of the Tauern Seilbahn or Quattralpina lifts
On this tour, you will hike to one of the most beautiful mountain lakes in 
the Schladminger Tauern. The gondola will carry you in comfort to the 
starting point of the hike. From there, you will hike via alpine paths, though 
climbing only moderately, to this idyllic jewel of a lake. Please leave your 
four-legged friend at home – dogs are not permitted at the Moaralmsee.

Gumpental – Moaralmsee   F2

Haus Gumpental

  3:30 h    6.8 km    540 hm   moderate

Starting point: Stangl Alm car park
Romantic Gumpental is extraordinarily attractive due to its pristine alpine 
pastures. For hikers, this valley with the beautiful Moaralmsee is a reward-
ing destination. This turquoise lake is reached via easy paths. Situated at 
the foot of the steep cliffs of the Höchstein, it is also ideal for a pleasant rest 
stop. 

Family hikes and 
Themed walks
Fairy Tale Path   C2

Schladming Rohrmoos

  2:00 h    4.3 km    160 hm   easy

Starting point: Junction Schwaigerhof car park
This hiking loop is great fun for the whole family! At numerous fairytale 
stations along the clearly signposted path through meadows and forests, 
young visitors also discover a wide selection of play equipment. The upand 
downhill sections are very gentle and can even be negotiated comfortably 
with a pram.

Mushroom Path   C2

Schladming Rohrmoos

  1:00 h    2.9 km     110 hm   easy

Starting point: Hochwurzen valley station
You will discover chanterelles and lots of other native mushrooms along 
this route via forest paths and forestry lanes to the Hochwurzen. Several 
info boards along the way share interesting facts about chanterelles, porci-
ni et al. Also pram-friendly from start to finish, promising an enjoyable ex-
perience for the whole family.

Rossfeld Nature Path   C2

Schladming Hochwurzen

  1:45 h   3.8 km   280 hm   easy

Starting point: Hochwurzen mountain station
The Rossfeld nature path is an instructive walk for young and old, with nu-
merous info boards telling all about the region’s flora and fauna. On a wide, 
easy pathway, you will hike a little downhill from the mountain station of 
the Hochwurzen summit lift, then uphill again to the Rossfeld. If you prefer 
to avoid the uphill hike, you can simply enjoy a rest on one of the 20 original 
benches standing along the Bench Path at the foot of the Rossfeld.

Schmelzofen Circular Trail     D3

Schladming Obertal

  1:15 h   3.4 km    50 hm   easy

Starting point: Wehrhofalm
This easy, short walking loop is also suitable for prams, leading from the 
Wehrhofalm out to the historic nickel smelter in Obertal just outside Schl-
adming. Here and with great commitment, the only ruin of a nickel smelter 
in all of Europe was restored and, through addition of a walkable display 
case, turned into a small museum offering interesting insights.

Panorama-Walks
Hochwurzen Circular Trail C2

Schladming Hochwurzen

  4:15 h   11.1 km   770 hm   moderate

Starting point: Hochwurzen valley station 
On and from the Hochwurzen in Rohrmoos, you will find several opportu-
nities for scenic hiking tours, the most beautiful being path No. 60 through 
forests and meadows. The path over the Hüttecksattel is a little more di-
rect, but also steeper. For the walk back down to the valley, we suggest the 
pram-friendly “4 Seasons Path”..

Hochwurzen – Rossfeld – Guschen   C2

Schladming Schladminger Tauern

  4:00 h   9.1 km        390 / 1,090 hm   moderate

Starting point: Hochwurzen mountain station
On this moderate tour, you will hike to the beautiful summit of the Gus-
chen. Arolla and mountain pine flank the path, while the gentle undulations 
of the Rossfeld make this tour very relaxed. From the Hochwurzen and 
Guschen, you will enjoy panoramic views of the Dachstein massif and Schl-
adminger Tauern.

Untertal Panorama Path C2

Schladming Untertal

  3:00 h   10.0 km   260 hm   easy

Starting point: Untertal Valley
A scenic tour that lives up to its promise. On easy paths, you will hike along-
side the Untertalbach and occasionally higher up the mountainside 
through the front portion of Untertal. Along the way, you will get to enjoy 
beautiful valley views and the magnificent sight of the Dachstein massif.

In the Miners‘ Footsteps – 
from Untertal Valley to Obertal C2

Schladming Untertal, Obertal

  4:00 h   10.9 km   360 hm   easy

Starting point: Untertal Valley
From Untertal, you will hike past many traditional farmhouses into Obertal. 
Constantly next to the Obertalbach, an ideal opportunity to cool off from 
time to time. In front of you, the Schladminger Tauern, where miners once 
quarried silver and nickel from deep inside the mountains. As an alterna-
tive, you can also set out from the town center of Rohrmoos.

From Wieslechalm to Planai D1

Schladming Planai

  3:00 h   5.8 km    1,090 hm   moderate

Starting point: Trail head Planai Stadium
The easternmost route from Schladming up the Planai begins at the hiking 
info portal next to Planai stadium, initially through stretches of forest and 
mountain meadows. As of the Wieslechalm, you are mainly in a mountain 
forest until you reach the Planai mountain station. If you tack another 10 
minutes onto your hike, you will be able to enjoy the magnificent panorama 
from Planai summit.

Erzweg Circular Trail D2

Schladming Planai

  2:30 h   7.2 km     350 hm    moderate

Starting point: Fastenberg, Hotel Poserhof
The Ore Path owes its name to the silver-bearing ore deposits that were 
mined on the Krahbergzinken beginning in the 17th cent. Back in those 
days, the miners labored arduously transporting the ore back along this 
path to Schladming. Today, however, you can simply enjoy the glorious 
views of the Ramsau plateau and Dachstein massif.

Planai Panorama Trail     D2

Schladming Planai

  0:40 h   2.2 km   40 hm    easy

Starting point: Planai mountain station
This hiking loop is almost flat, taking you once around the summit of the 
Planai. The name says it all, since this hike treats you to amazing views of 
Ennstal, the Dachstein and the surrounding mountain world. But the path 
also teaches you a lot: Several info boards tell you about the flora and fauna, 
and other interesting tidbits from the region.

Gollinghütte and Gollingwinkel 
at Steinriesental   E3

Schladming Schladminger Tauern

  4:30 h   13.2 km   700 hm    moderate

Starting point: Seeleiten car park
The Gollinghütte and Gollingwinkel are two relatively easy-to-reach hiking 
destinations at the foot of the imposing Golling north face. A moderate 
climb will lead you through aptly named Steinriesental, the “valley of rock 
giants”. The Gollingwinkel is an impressive natural amphitheater, nick-
named the “place of the gods”.

Reiteralm Summit Circular Trail   B2

Schladming Reiteralm

  3:00 h   5.4 km   450 hm    moderate

Starting point: Preunegg Jet mountain station
This path takes you to the top of several peaks. From the mountain station 
of the Preunegg Jet, a moderate climb will bring you to the Gasselhöhe. You 
now continue through pine trees and alpine meadows in the direction of 
the Rippetegg. From there, you make a steep descent to famous Mirror 
Lake before a wide forestry lane leads you back to your original starting 
point.

From Reiteralm to Pichl   B2

Schladming Reiteralm

  2:30 h   7.4 km    970  hm    moderate

Starting point: Preunegg Jet mountain station
This hike begins next to the Reiteralmsee, leading via a hiking trail and, in 
some cases, forestry lanes down into Preuneggtal. There are also some seg-
ments alongside the Reiteralm and Preunegg roads. The views of the Ram-
sau plateau and Ennstal valley are simply splendid.

Short walks and 
Leisurely tours
From Hochwurzen to Untertal Valley    C2

Schladming Rohrmoos, Untertal

  1:50 h   5.3 km   980 hm   moderate

Starting point: Hochwurzen mountain station 
This hike is exclusively downhill. From the summit of the Hochwurzen, you 
will hike down into Untertal, mostly on alpine trails becoming quite steep 
at times. These are regularly interspersed by forestry lanes and meadow 
paths, giving you a chance to catch your breath.

Short Miners‘ Circular Trail 
via Johanna Höhe C2

Schladming Rohrmoos, Obertal

  1:20 h   4.3 km    150 hm   easy

Starting point: Trail head Rohrmoos centre
This tour is a shorter alternative to the full “Knappenrunde”. Half-way to 
Hopfriesen, you will branch off into Obertal, an extended loop and beauti-
ful forest path bringing you back to Rohrmoos. Along the way, you will 
mostly find yourself on farm paths, narrow roads, meadow trails and forest-
ry lanes. 

Ursprungalm Circular Trail 
“Spring of Senses”     B4

Schladming Schladminger Tauern

  0:30 h   1.5 km   30 hm   easy

Starting point: Ursprungalm
This pram-friendly hiking loop on the Ursprungalm is both scenic and in-
structive. Numerous info boards provide intriguing insights into the history 
of mining at the Ursprungalm and Giglachseen. You will also find informa-
tion and exhibitions about a Heidi film that was shot here in 1988.

Planai World Cup Trail   D2

Schladming Planai

  2:30 h   7.3 km   1,080 hm   easy

Starting point: Planai mountain station 
Here, you will hike in the same place where world champions come to ski in 
winter. From the Planai mountain station, you will follow the race piste all 
the way down to Schladming. A beautifully laid-out, winding path takes you 
past the starting points of the men’s downhill and Super-G, as well as key 
passages of World Championship races.

Alpine-Tours
Laubschachenweg   B4

Schladming Schladminger Tauern

  3:30 h   10.8 km   260 / 740 hm   moderate

Starting point: Ursprungalm 
You will need good hiking shoes for this alpine trail. From the Ursprungalm, 
you will hike along the mountainsides of Preuneggtal towards the mouth of 
the valley. A special highlight greets you between Neudeggalm and Oberer 
Moarhofalm: An ancient rockslide created a virgin forest that is home to 
spruce, larch and pine trees.

Alpine path Ursprungalm –  
Giglachseen – Hochwurzen   B4

Schladming Schladminger Tauern

  7:00 h   13.5 km   1,020 / 785 hm   difficult

Starting point: Ursprungalm
The Höhenweg from the Ursprungalm to the Hochwurzen has many high-
lights in store. You will hike past the Giglachseen and Brettersee lakes, and 
up to several summits. You will mostly be on alpine hiking paths, inter-
spersed with high pastures and rocky terrain, while other stretches lead 
through magical forests of larch and pine. 

Around the Styrian Kalkspitze   B4

Schladming Schladminger Tauern

  5:30 h   10.3 km   920 hm   moderate

Starting point: Ursprungalm
In the midst of the ancient rock of the Schladminger Tauern, the limestone 
peaks of the Steirische and Lungauer Kalkspitze really stand out. This alpine 
tour treats you to marvelous views of them both. That said, the two 
Giglachseen, the Oberhüttensee and several refreshment points along the 
way make this tour especially attractive. Experienced mountaineers may 
also wish to conquer the summits of the Steirische and Lungauer Kalkspitze 
as well! 

Rotmandlspitze: From Ursprungalm 
to Eschachalm   B4

Schladming Schladminger Tauern

  6:20 h   13.7 km    860 / 1,260 hm   difficult

Starting point: Ursprungalm
All kinds of experiences await you on the way from the Ursprungalm to the 
Eschachalm. You will hike along a historic Roman way, past the high-alpine 
Giglachseen and Knappenseen lakes, and cross the striking Rotmandl-
spitze. Heading back to the valley, you will hike from the Keinprechthütte 
through the beautiful alpine pastures of the Neualmkar.

Preintalerhütte 
and Sonntagskarseen   E3

Schladming Schladminger Tauern

  7:30 h   17.8 km    1,070 hm   moderate

Starting point: Seeleiten car park
This hike is literally overflowing with “wild waters”. Just five minutes after 
the start, you will be greeted by rushing mountain streams. Several viewing 
platforms and a spectacular 50 m long footbridge treat you to imposing 
views, before finally reaching the broad alpine pastures surrounding the 
deep-green Riesachsee. From the Preintalerhütte, you will be able to hike 
uphill via moderate paths leading to the Sonntagskarseen. 

From Untertal to Hochwildstelle   E3

Schladming Schladminger Tauern

  10:00 h   19.0 km     1,770 hm    difficult

Starting point: Seeleiten car park
From Untertal, a high-alpine mountain tour leads to the Hochwildstelle. A 
not-too-difficult start uphill via a forestry lane or via the “Höll” alpine trail, 
is followed by an alpine hiking path. Finally, you will climb and scramble, 
making use of various safety features, until reaching the summit. Surefoot-
edness, a head for heights and endurance are all essential!

Keinprechthütte      D4

Schladming Schladminger Tauern

  4:00 h   10.7 km   670 hm    moderate

Starting point: Eschachalm
On this tour, you will hike in the footsteps of Schladming miners. Pleasant 
hiking paths lead to the Obertal valley head, site of the Keinprechthütte in 
the midst of a historic mining area. The hut isn’t only a good place to take a 
break, it is also an outstanding starting point for other mountain tours.

Obertaler Alpine Round     D4

Schladming Obertal

  6:00 h   11.2 km        980 / 845 hm    moderate

Starting point: Hopfriesen
This variety-packed hike leads to beautiful alpine pasturelands and several 
mountain tarns. From the Hopfriesen, you will hike along a historic miners’ 
path to the Giglachseen in the fiord-like Giglachkar. There, on an alpine 
trail, you will cross the Murspitzsattel and come to the Duisitzkarsee. As 
you drop back down to the valley, you will come to the Eschachalm.

For more information:
www.schladming-dachstein.at/hiking
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Disclaimer: All information has been taken with the utmost care and is based on 
latest knowledge. Nevertheless, we can assume no liability whatsoever for the 
accuracy, comprehensiveness or topicality of said content. The tours can only be used 
at your own risk, thus self-responsible. A liability for any accidents or damage of any 
kind will therefore not be accepted. Route selection and assessment of your own 
experience, ability and alpine dangers is at your own risk!
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Bus Schedules
Get to your destination easily and safely.

If you would like to leave your car parked during your holidays, our 
buses are always available to assist. Simply kick back and allow 
yourself to be chauffeured to your preferred destination – our 
buses for hikers and bikers are there for you, ensuring that you get 
there safely.

Get the most out of your Sommercard: Not only will your car thank 
you for it, our environment will, too!

Find current timetables and complete fare information online at:
www.schladming-dachstein.at/bus

Discover  
even more of 
Schladming-Dachstein
The adventure continues ...

This map is far from all that Schladming-Dachstein has to offer.
In our two other summer recreation maps, you will find many other
magnificent hiking tours and useful tips for your summer holidays,
all just waiting for you!

For a full overview, pick up your summer experience maps from
our local tourist information offices.

Summer Experiences
Even more adventures.

Even away from all those great hiking routes and tours,  
the Schladming-Dachstein Region has countless summer  
experiences in store for you – here with us, boredom simply 
doesn’t exist! Biking or trail-running action, the joys of mountain-
eering, gorge adventures, plus useful information about holidays 
with children, mountain lifts, and safety guidelines for use of  
the alpine pastures – you will find all this and more in our  
brochure “Summer Experiences”.

If ever you prefer not to explore independently, you are always 
welcome to join one of our guided tours – as we know, doing 
things in a group is even more fun.

Complete program details can be found online at:
www.schladming-dachstein.at/weekly-program 


